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Pacific Weekly
OL. XXXIV

Gym Goes
Up in
Smoke

College of the
!!i^ckton Junior College, Stockton, California,Friday, May 24, 1940

ONE
MOMENT,
PLEASE

THE CONFLAGRATION RAGES

BURNED
DOWN

bill beckeu

Lightning Strikes

Twice

Giovanetti Confesses
Having Set
Both Fires

This week Pacific's arsonist
returned to finish the job begun ,
two weeks ago.
The first attempt, unsuccessful, j
was viewed facetiously by most |

including this writer,

j

—was received with gen-

j

students—

This second try—too grimly suc
cessful

eral indignation, in which this

j

column shares.
Some people seem to have
taken seriously the column of
two weeks ago, when nothing but
broad humor was intended. If
the firebug received any encour
agement from this corner, we
certainly underestimated the in
telligence of our readers.
If we had any effect on Joe's
actions, we are indeed sorry.

Where Do We Stand?

10'.

••dl.

tied

AGAIN II

Bravo & Melt
FOR

With the Nazi blitzkrieg on the
lowlands less than two weeks old,
the following results are appa
rent:
(1) Herr Hitler's forces are
better equipped and-probably bet
ter trained than the Allied sol
diers. Thus far they have been
better commanded. The French
themselves have admitted this
last point.
(2) The Nazis, through sheer
speed and drive of mechanized
units on land, plus deadly trailblazing by their world's greatest
air force, have driven clear to
the English Channel, just a hop,
skip .and jump from the British
Isles. How long they can main
tain their hold on these strategic
coastal points depends entirely
upon the Allied army, with em
phasis on the French forces.
(3) The Allies are desperately
in need of help if they are to
stop the German onslaught. The
nature of this required succor is
purely mechanical, not human.
The British and French need ma
chines and planes badly; appa
rently their present equipment is
nowhere near the Nazis'. In
manpower, the Allies outnumber
the Nazis—or will as soon as they
get all their conscriptions to the
front.
(4) The Allies are soon going
to get help from the United
States. Our Anglophile President
(as Editor Phifer dubs him) will
see to that. The nature of that
aid should be strictly mechanical,
as outlined above.
Certainly
American troops are not needed.
Machines, not men, are the dire
necessity.
(5) The United States, paced
by President Roosevelt, is suffer
ing from the first attack of war
heeby-jeebies. FDR's near-two
billion defense plan is being
hustled through Congress like a
hot potato. Everybody is begin
ning to take "the long range
view," and nobody is studying ge
ography these days. In one short
year the nation's psychology has
been completely reversed. Wheth
er the American public is carried
one step further in the psychol
ogy of war—from defense to of
fense—depends entirely upon the
type of leadership in the White
House during the next year.
Which brings us to
(6) President Roosevelt has

Bonfire Proves Costly!

(Continued on page 3, column 1)
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Woodruff Show

Their voices have gone all over the earth,
And their words to the end of the world.
—Romans 10:18

rMTi
CUTTINGS

Reprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

Our Tragedy
T h e brief m o m e n t of entertainment a n d excite
m e n t early W e d n e s d a y m o r n i n g b r o u g h t m u c h h a r d 
s h i p for faculty a n d students, n o w a n d i n t h e sum
mer, m e r i t i n g prompt a n d certain punishment.
Educational work of the College of t h e Pacific
a n d the Stockton J u n i o r College is crippled f o r t h e
remainder of this semester, while the C. O . P . s u m 
m e r session loses s o m e t h i n g vital t o college life.
Light-hearted students a n d u n t h i n k i n g t o w n s
people toss off t h e loss with remarks about a n e w
g y m coming. T o hear some talk i t would seem t h a t
n e w g y m s g r e w o n trees, a n d required only a n a d m i n 
istrative reach to pluck them. Unfortunately, such is
not t h e case.
I lie common idea t h a t insurance will furnish
ample funds t o replace t h e old g y m w i t h a better
structure is completely fallacious. Insurance a d j u s t 
ments t a k e into account depreciation, m e a n i n g t h a t
funds from t h a t source could n o t provide a s g o o d a
g y m a s we had. T h e underwriters were prepared t o
treat the College v e ry generously a f t e r t h e first l o s s ;
w h a t t h e y will d o n o w is still t o be determined.
.^
, ^ n 8 ' e r ° f suspicion h a s been pointed—largely
unjustifiably—at college students, w i t h such terms
a s radicals, reds, a n d irresjymsibles bandied about
lightly. People w h o don't k n o w collegians accept
t hem, g a i n i n g faith from such light remarks a s were
common after t h e first fire.
1 his experience should emphasize t h e primarv
necessity for a sense of responsibility b y t h e students
Tor their words. A n occasion such a s t h e second
s t r a i g h t bonfire m a y never recur, b u t even if i t does
not, t h e lessons its a ft e rma t h holds should n o t be
forgotten.

Red Cross
T h i s year's E x Committee h a s decided t h a t public
questions which lie outside P S A administrative juris
diction, questions which a r e a m a t t e r of individual
atittudes, should not be officially suppprted bv
student officers.
Campus sentiment favors this r u l i n g ; the incomi n g E x Committee will observe t h e precedent. I t
must be remembered, however, t h a t t h e s t u d e n t lead
e r s have their own opinions a n d m a y follow the
dictates of their conscience in situations clearly not
of P S A concern.
T h o s e student leaders w h o have, o n their o w n
initiative, enlisted their support in the present Red
Cross Relief Drive a r e certainly t o be commended,
a n d it is hoped, supported.
1 he purpose of the proposed R e d Cross assembly
is to give opportunity for those who believe in relief
to give action t Q t h a t belief. T h e r e is n o element
of coercion whatsoever in the a t t e m p t to raise money.
Some , say, W h a t about o u r own 'Oakies' a n d
Arkies'?" Fortunately some provision has been
m a d e for t h e m ; it m a y not be adequate. Somewhere
in Europe's devastated areas, n o provision has been
made. I he plea is not for homesteads a n d resettle
ment over there. Rudimentary medical supplies a n d
subsistance food a r e the demands of the R e d Cross.
If y o u place a higher value o n a pack of cigarettes
o r a milkshake than on a Red Cross contribution,
what the heck. They re just people over there a n y wa>"
-Biddick.

9 Define It
bitty-thousand airplanes a r e a lot of airplanes.
J u s t a s in 1917, w e have gone preparedness crazv.
with all parties s u p p o r t i n g the President's demand
for military might.
Calming notes a r e not welcome in times like these,
particularly with Hitlerian spearheads s p l i t t i n g
British a n d French lines like paper. Lest we lose
our feet completely, however, a definition of w h a t
we mean t o defend is highly in order.
Do we intend to defend "democracy" in Europe,
rubber in the Dutch East Indies, investments in
China, independence for the Philippines, integrity
of the Americas, sect"-' Aol our own shores, or what
combination of the y^ns listed?

By Sapiro
Benny Goodman's crew really
set the local cats on their ears
when they made their appear
ance at the Grove a week ago
last Wednesday. It's not at all
hard to understand the reason
for B. G.'s long reign of popul
arity when you get a chance to
see the band in person. Stand
out of the band, as far as the
crowd was concerned, was trump
eter Ziggie Elman. The terrific
technique and tone of this man
make him just about the most
valuable side-man in the game.
JUMPING
Nick Fatool on drums, Toots
Mondello on alto sax, Johnny
Guarnerius on piano, and, of
course, Benny on clarinet, made
the joint jump as it never jumped
before. Locally trumpeter Jimmy
Maxwell also took a few tasty
measures which were vociferous
ly received by the crowd around
the bandstand.
But, to us the biggest shock
was to note the newest addition
to the band, the guy in the third
saxophone chair. Probably all
the girls will remember him be
cause he was the best looking
fellow in the outfit. Well, there's
really a lot of history that goes
on about him. His name is Les
Robinson, and, up to less than a
year ago, he was playing first
sax for the top band in the busi
ness—Artie Shaw. His beauti
ful tone, technique, and intona
tion may be heard on any of
Shaw's records.
MAGNIFICENT FLOP
When Shaw took a runout pow
der, Robinson stayed on with the
remnants of the Shaw crew un
der the baton of Georgie Auld.
Auld's magnificent flop as a
band-leader left Les open to sug
gestions on the part of the other
front men, and he accepted the
lowly job of third man with Good
man. In our estimation, the
greatest lead saxophonist in the
game is now buried without a
chance of recognition in the
Goodman sax section. And if it
hadn't been for Shaw's picking
up and leaving, Robinson would
still be on top where he belongs.
We wonder what he thinks of
Artie?
SWINGADGETS—Red Norvo,
premier xylophonist, is rehears
ing a new outfit, and here's hop
ing he makes ago of it . . . The
Merry Mace will be on the West
Coast this summer for pictures
and personal appearances . . .
The Andrews Sisters are also due
in Hollywood for picture work
. . . Artie Shaw's second record
is out now for those of you that
go for the style ... We don't . . .
Benny Goodman and Leopold
Stokowski held a joint concert
in L. A. which drew 13,000 peo
ple . . . And Red Nichols is start
ing a new band that will feature
Viennese waltzes, and who know's
what's coming next!
o

THE FOREIGN VIEW . . .
Turkish students at the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh are "disillu
sioned" i I the U. S. in every way
except one, American freedom.
According to them, we have good
food but crazy eating habits, and
so many movie theaters it's a
wonder we have any other place
for entertainment. They were
amazed that we took our religion
so seriously. "Prayer rugs in Tur
key are as obsolete as toma
hawks in the United States," they
observed.
This little item almost never
got around here. Turkish stu
dents went to the University of
Pittsburgh, their views were ex
pressed in the college paper re
layed to the U.S.C. Trojan, 'and
then got up here to you people.

In

in the mood
By the Super Sleuths

f

Only two weeks before finals rear their ugly h
and prions formal evenings and afternoons of SUn.
bathing will take their toll.

-•NEW MAN?

Looks like BOB HENNING'q
going to reform-school these
days. At least we hear, that he'!
been under the influence of
good woman.

RED CROSS
ASKS FOR
MONEY

'

BLACK JOB

1", tne. ,0se

Votes for the best all around,
well
-- — almost all around,
-> tan Qh'

T-jfSsrsSsss

HAY HAY

p'^'tnel"- v hys sections
K
var>ousA merie®

the campus go to George Toma.
cSni What's
CPovnf of that
sini.
What's thp
the secret
success, George?

Relief of War-Torn
Europe Is Urgent

Personal solicitations are now
pacificites seem greatly aki*
being made of faculty members tQ horses these days ...
at
- .
for the Red Cross war reliet there must
«nmo attraction
must h#»
be some
drive, "Doc" Breeden has an to those hay stacks down bv
nounced.
Stadium Drive. Maybe
Mavbe y
v>»,
..._
ou ca
LASTS MONTH
figure it out.
The
drive,
sponsored by
the
J.11C
AAAATV-J
J
We cast our vote for "Rebecca"
faculty, will continue to the end
as an outstanding film and
of the month. Committee mem
bers are Mrs. Opal Fenix, Dr. ^. rival in fascination to "Gone
Clark, Mr. James Corson, and With the Wind." If you're a
lover of good movies, don't miss it.
Mrs. Kathleen Seagraves.
Student participation has not SMART BOYS
as yet been formulated although
Mixing business with pleasure
student leaders have been meet- Friday night at the Soph dance
ing throughout
^the week. Allen were Ben Hamm and Lloyd
"'b
""D
-LUl.
Breed and Bill Biddick are serv Hebron who not only acted as
^
as
ing as temporary co-chairmen of official bouncers of the evening
the anticipated drive with all stu but managed to cut in on a dance
dent groups represented on the or^ two. By the way, who won
committee.
that game you were playing?
If a suitable date can be se
cured, the students plan to hold a
variety show with a slight ad
mission charge. If such a move
cannot be made, a direct finan
cial appeal may be made.

We are wondering how Gil
Hansen felt Sunday morning
after those two dinners Saturday night. It seems Gil wasn't
going to take any chances on
starving.

Blanks Ready

Athletes who wish to have jobs
in the fall of this year are re
quested to see their P. E. instruc
tors immediately in order to fill
Slips In Print
out job application blanks.
Although the wind had sub
o
sided and calm reigned for a
Girl
Crazy
while during the evening, guests
O, MLE, what XTC
were blowing from nearly all di
I always feel when UIC,
rections at midnight.
I used to rave of LN's eyes,
—Country Gentleman.
4 LC I gave countless sighs
4 KT, 2, and LNR,
Married Life
I was a keen competitor.
Two lovers walking down the
But each is now a non-NTT,
street
4 U XL them all UC.
She trips, he murmurs, "Care
—College Chronicle.
ful Sweet."
o :
Now wed, they tread the self
same street
Dippy!
She trips, he growls, "Pick up
Professor—"I won't begin to
your feet."
day's lecture until the room set
tles down."
—College Chronicle.
Student—"Go home and sleep
Reason Enough ...
it off, old man."—College Chron
Brown—So your son had to icle.
leave college on account of poor
eyesight?
White—Yes, he mistook the PACIFIC WEEKLY
dean of women for a co-ed.
GREGG PHIFER, Editor
—Scissors.
Phone 9-9121 or 2-6146

True Confession

COLLEGIANA
By RAY GROSSE
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EAT TO LIVE?

BARGAIN
BASEMENT

Man—experienced barber and
meat cutter wants job.
—Country Gentleman.

end°

B«to>
year- The * ,

lcaJ

VARIETY SHOW

jiy cll
H-cabl'
^ 1{
if be
be .^fnower
L, o0wer

BILL BECKER, Manager
Phone 9-9121 or 2-2510
1
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$1.50 A YEAR
For Advertising Rates, Write
If you really wanted to be in a
quandary, what would you think or See Manager.
about this?
An engineering
prof, at Arizona U. teaches the
Member
1940
rather indelicate subject
of 1939
Sewage"—and when his stu Rssociafed Golle&iale Press
dents rated him in a rating
quiz he became slightly per
Board
plexed. One of the questions JANETEditorial
McGlNNIS, News
was "Does he always appear full BILL BIDDICK, Editorial
of his subject?" The students
Assistant
checked and double checked the BETTY DIXON, Society
affirmative.
BOB CONAWAY, Sports
ALICE RUDEBAUGH, Feature
Proposal
RAY GROSSE, Exchange
T-m eT Better marry me- baby! JERROLD WALKER, Makeup
lm strong and healthy."
JESSIE HANNAY, Campus
She—"Nothing doing, big boy. TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
welfthy." m&n that'S Weak and DAVE MATTHEWS, Art
MISS ELEANOR McCANN,
College Chronicle.
Faculty A (Riser

Bewildered

e
„cic—swing. ! much
lorfl1 ofm fL is a ruthless in-1
terri- should
PerhapfS neutral Sapiro'
and S
^despotic^about" the believ(
»e'ii p,edee ""j
#"e
try, t
iurges' ,vcf of all, is not simply j f
orv< s
Swing. firs!?f
rt is
is a
a method ; crnme
,
Swing-t^
sic It
type Jinn a method of ex and
eXpla the youthful, more zesty
pressing u'c j
IIou

cal acl
of evei
that spirit c I" . fugues, Vien cept o
::r.S!vw..H defens
°f ed Sta
* »pin?*>,
negro gent,
and the influx

"SI »«

expressed

1S<"jS

swing (alias jazz) became I wolld
music,
pression of the youthful1
the
It will continue to be a agalns
spirit.
true expression of the youthful exiatei
spirit just as long as our present United
V
e
OYlct« (Wl It'll
type of civilization exists (which thjs n
may or may not be a long time). should
For the young in spirit, swing agains
possesses an irresistible appeal. to our
Those who do not like it are eign ni
either too far removed chrono a Japa
logically, or emotionally sluggisii. I J.!, j
it'e hold no brief for those who ('v m. t,
maintain music must be intel I .
^
lectual. Music is the most emo- '
warrat
tional of the arts and should be
pation
judged purely on that basis.
We acknowledge only one eriti ALL I
dsm of swing: that it has a
Lol*
tendency to over-emphasize one
mathei
motion; but we counter with the
tlaim that the best swing has speak
ilmost as many emotional com first ji
fonents as a Beethoven sonata , minds
*s a case in point, we refer you i ",1K b'um

the' art
"
border,
should
our na
be can
Composers and arrangers are and no

lo the Coleman Hawkins rendi

Jon of "Body and Soul," which
illustrates what real swing is—
»oody, turbulent, passionate— I
»d beautiful.
SS.nnin?.to realize the full
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Iuu
of
„ •

and as that nll
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,
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Permanent
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on's slack

Slacks
5.00 to 8.50

:rej|alljjr0al

For Refreshment and Fellowship

COMPLETE and SNAPPY

THE CUB HOUSE

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

TRY Vtll - LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

National Tajel & Laundry Co,

KJ N.

_ LAUNDEBERS
Wilson Way

DRY CLEANERS
Phone 4-4695

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Where the Food Is Always Good"

Gabardines, flannels, Bed
ford cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Bravo & McKeegai
313 E. MAIN
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Thesis, Racquets Gone;
Miss Benerd Crochets

tjpjTtfus

pleas c
(Continued from page t)
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(Continued from page 1)

tjcally clinched the third

1
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ASHES AND
SOOT - - OUR GYM

ords made at swimming meets; to the ruling that students may
but unfortunately he kept it in enroll without having graduated
$35,000 had gone up in smoke.
from high school if they ar«
'!'•
„
'
nduded in the black mass of the gymnasium.
twenty-one years of age or overre
rUin
is
SPIKES
SAVED,
YES!
/hf fu
approximately
• ••>«: X
Before enrolling here, he at
three thousand dollars' worth of
-4 toar-torn
Unnoticed by guards patroling
(K.
A
"«» v Ok
pa»ly candidate •
endorsed
by
students' and professors' personal the wreckage, Ray Stacy is said tended several coast universities,
•
•
•
rn „V
or I t the July convention in
property, not covered by insur to have gallantly risked his life but was asked to leave.
1
T
«n
If
Roosevelt
does
step
ance. in the women's section to save a pair of valuable spikes.
S Ctlica
1a 2-1 chance), Cordell Hull
alone, 320 baskets of clothing Spotting them, he reached—joy
Arsonist Destroys Gym in
gsi - the likeliest heir-apparent.
fore national "defend', t and equipment averaging four to fully. But alas, the leather leath
Month's Second Attempt
live dollars each were burned.
er sc-r-r-r-r-unched into ashes,
•
lit!
^Whatever hysteria may be
«™
in various
^
- i. -in
and
twelve
scorched
spikes
re
Ant
Vcu 1UUO sections
ovi-uvno of
By JANET McGINNIS
COURTS, NO RACQUETS
"'O"
mained.
nnited States, America will
News Editor
do>'On
Tennis
courts
are
still
intact,
e
th l'
{he war this year. The
Likewise, in the women's gym,
A C
but tennis technique will be sad
*««»•«<*
A grim spectre of charred em
n°dedrats are not going to toss
several competent students to ly neglected for the next few a couple of dozen pair of tap bers is all that remains of Pacif
' v certain victory in the No- 9ive their
definitions.
weeks. The reason? All rac shoes were but now aren't. Alice ic's gymnasium.
»»'! election—F.D.R. is as
fU11 n*«V,
One of the most spectacular
.„ ^3
%•
quets stored in the gym £or safe Jane Gipner's ninety-five cent
v - the practical politician as
6* k* by national defeiwe?
*
WhaJ
U> * « a
keeping
only made the blaze a pair of tennis shoes added to the fires in the recent history of
much
is idealistic statesman.
little brighter. Denise Zapher- lighting effects early Wednesday Stockton brought students, facul
he
!t**S
vy morning. So did the tumbling
•hnse appear to b the outM»>
son
is one of many unfortunates; mats, dance costumes, bathing ty members and townspeople
th,u I
Bill Biddick, junior political sci
results
at
home
and
to the campus at twoshe lost a new seventeen-dollar suits, boxing gloves, volley-ball swarming
landing
thirty Tuesday night.
hmad of World War II to date, ence major: "National defense racquet.
The fire was started shortly be
nets, and ah yes—the semester's
f in this hectic, changing means hemispherical defense
Topping them all, for one grades.
SoiSt
fore two o'clock and gained rapid
rid of ours, tomorrow's events Hemispherical defense means the
!h Si
Stockton Junior College tennis
headway due to the ventilation af
^completely nullify today's re- tfo°mr°ofDT0-Ctrine PlUS the declara- instructor at least, was the loss RATIONALIZING
*««J 1%
tions of Lima and Panama perMeanwhile the women's team- forded by the walls—still gap
suits.
* •Hm*
of
Miss
Gladys
Bernerd's
re
haps somewhat altered. We
games class is excused because ing from the last fire May 8, and
should defend our Western conti search notes for her master's de there is nothing to do—no sticks the manner in which the arsonists
Two Ways to Soothe
nents and only them. There is gree thesis, material, which she to play hockey, no basketball planned the tragedy.
a
Savage
IS
no danger for America in Europe, has been accumulating for six (not even a basket) to play bas $35,000 DAMAGES
*0n
Not having our trusty Bartlett if America does not insist
Nt)nnj>
l\ K
Damage estimated at well over
on years. Wednesday afternoon she ketball, no volleyball or net
/hand, we're not
prepared to danger."
was found sitting in her car in
$35,000
was done in a very short
reveal the author
of that trite
front of the ruins, trying to for Anyway, all the shorts and space of time. The insurance cov
* h<)^
HEMISPHERICAL
DEFENSE
blouses
were
burned,
and
even
if
hut
true
line,
"Music
hath
charms
on
get through concentration on
ers the material damage done to
?0 soothe the savage beast," but
"^rnih
Jacquelyn Judge, freshman po some crocheting, her radio going the girls had the proper clothes the public property, but cannot
are prepared to take the stand litical science major: "I don't be full blast.
to wear there's no dressing room. give compensation to those who
P„ behalf of a much-maligned lieve we mean "national defense"
One of the pianos in the build suffered personal losses.
Miss
Mae
Shaw
and
Miss
Ethel
'O"
ing
was saved from cremation—
form
of
music
swing.
by
the
present
arms
program
so
Tuesday night was also the
on
Hill were also among those who
perhaps this is a ruthless in much as we mean hemispherical lost all books, lecture notes, and thanks going, Breeden states, to time for the Omega Phi annual
serenade, and as they finished
vasion of
neutral Sapiro's terri- defense. First of all, I believe we records. Pictures and costumes Omega Phi.
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Dinner-dancing at the Hotel
Stockton will be the event of the
evening, and one of the biggest
events of the school social year,
tonight when the Juniors give
the Seniors the annual dinner
dance.

The tenth and final student re
cital of the semester will be stag
ed Tuesday evening at 8:15 in
the Conservatory.
Participating will be Harriet
Roth, piano; Beverley Meyer,
voice; David Jones, organ;
Charles Wood, voice; Mildred
Marsh, violin; and Margaret
George, voice.
The program follows:
i

Black and white are the colors
that are to predominate in the
decorative scheme. Decorations
include black and white oilcloth,
and black and white crepe paper
cut in the forms of musical notes
and signatures.
The committees for this dance
have been under the general
chairmanship of Gene Rotsch,
junior class president. He has
been assisted by Sam Chaney,
bids; Jean Ferguson, chaperons;
Jean Strong, place cards and ar
rangements; Betty Fink, decora
tions; Nickie Ficovich, place and
menu; Dave Gay, band; and Tony
Ficovich, publicity.

f

\
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is
GIVEN FOR
MISS HAWK

Last Student
Recital Is
Tuesday

Seven-thirty is the hour to
dine, and following dinner there
will be a short program. Dane
ing until one to Herm Sapiro's
orchestra will round out the eve
ning.

>

OMEGA PHI GIRL" SHOWER

JUNIORS
FETE
SENIORS

Among those attending are
Art Irish and guest; Jane Jor
dan, Ed Denny; Doris Hancock,
A1 Miller; Lovella Hawley, Hal
Kniveton; Bill Workman, Lucille
Anderson; Sarah Cameron, Joe
Carrol; Lois Fenstermacher, Bud
Clayton; Les Knoles, Bea McCarl; Herman Gaumnitz, Lois
Bugbee; Doug Nelson, Margaret
Trabert; A1 Irwin, Lorraine
Davis; John Dennis, Marie Sala;
Bob Wentz, Bonnie Smith; Glenn
Harter, Mary Day Martin; Lois
Genochio and guest; David Smith,
Lucille Kowatch; Clem Swag
gerty, EIfie Calderwood; Don
Paxton, Janet Calderwood; Carleton Austed, Peggy Sand berg;
Clair Wilbur, Joan Edwards;
Maurice Cohen, La Verne
Nichols; Betsy Jones, Bob Drury;
Mel Caviglia, Lorraine Basso;
John Pieardo and guest.

Morceau en forme de'etude
Wollenhaupt
En Courant ...—
Godard
MISS ROTH
II
My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice
(from "Samson and Delilah")..
Saint-Saens
Romance
Debussy
Open Thy Blue Eyes
Massenet
• MISS MEYER
Lois Long at the piano
III
String Quartet in A Minor, Op 51,
No. 2
Brahms
Allegro non troppo—
Vernez Cook, violin; Norman
Lamb, viola, Mildred Marsh, vio
lin- Bruce Tomlinson, cello.
IV
Choral in E* Major. . . .Cesar Franck
MR. JONES
V
Thou Art Lovely as a Flower
Schumann
O sainte medaille (from " Faust")
Gounod
A Rose
Clokey
Lady Moon
Edwards
MR. WOOD
Lois Long at the piano
VI
Ballade and Polonaise. .Vieuxtemps
MISS MARSH
• Wilhelmina Harbert at the piano
VII
Vol, che sapete (from "Le Nozze
di Figaro")
Mozart
Summer
Chaminade
Verborgenheit ......... Hugo Wolf
Elsa's Traum (from "Lohengrin")
Wagner
•MISS GEORGE
Beatrice Walton Bodley at the piano
• Denotes membership in Mu Phi
Epsilon, national honor music so
rority.

Manor Prexy,
Clyde Jones
to Wed
A romance which had its con
ception on the College of the Pa
cific campus will culminate in
matrimony when Clyde Jones
takes Barbara Stewart as his
bride on June 21.
The ceremony will take place
in Holt Memorial chapel at 8
o'clock in the evening. Dr. Tully
C. Knoles will unite the couple.
Miss Stewart will have as her
attendants Miss Doris McAllister
of Piedmont, who is her present
roommate, Marianne Rice of
Douglas, Arizona, and Mrs. Edith
Eaton of Stockton.
Mr. Jones will have Mr. Alonzo
Reynolds of Berkeley as his at
tendant.
During the eeremony Miss
Monroe Potts will sing accom
panied by Maxine Oliver of Oak
land who was a former room
mate of Miss Stewarts.
The bride-to-be is the daughterof Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Stewart of
Livingston and is president of
Manor Hall.
The groom-to-be is a graduat
ing senior in engineering from
Merced.
The reception after the cere
mony will be held at the home
of Miss Potts on Euclid Avenue.

Others attending are Bob Ada
mina, Juanita Daussat; Trevor
Griffith, Jackie Easby; Herman
Spindt, Betty Dixon; Gabriel
Hausladen, Kay Thompson; Latta
Ross, Betty Orvis; Lew Ford,
Jackie Ritchie; Barbara Baer,
Bob Gede; Joyce Blackman, Jerry
Bentley; Edith Eaton, Dick
Eaton; John Travaille, Claire Offut; Bob_JjCientz, Barbara Naw
ma/17""Beverly MilierpGlen Tan
ner; Dick Morrall, Barbara Laddon; John Blinn, Lillian Kowatch;
Elwood Moffett, Mae Crevelli;
Duane Sewell, Ruth Lombardi;
Gene Fuller, Elinor James; Bob
Cooney, Nevada Sears; Jules Perrin, Kay Burrell; Jean Goodwin,
Bob Ferguson; P. J. Moore, Eileen
Tanberg; David Jones and guest;
Floyd Swaggerty, Melva Boone;
Reba Sinclair, Cliff Wisdom; Ted
Norton, Dorothy Bartholomew;
Joe Tudor, Betty D a l g r e n ;
Charles Durham, Lucille Mcin
tosh; Sam Chaney, Barbara Gib
bons; Bill Biddick, Ruth Coward; Language
Mary Ranney, Charles Patmon,
Jr.; Margariette Etzel, Irving Society
Fritz; Pat Seavers, Jerry Cincinato; Dick Loom is, Adrian Elects
Squires; Fred Bonnifield, Mary
Preceded by a dinner at the
Gwynn.
Hotel Stockton was the initiation
of four candidates into Phi Sig
Also attending are Stan ma
Gamma, national honorary
Vaughan, Peg Edmonds; Phylis modern languages society. Those
Grimshaw, Bill Hussey; Melvin conducting the ceremony were
Gholz, Marjorie Young; Bemice Phil Alosi, president; Mildred
Brown, Les Roundtree; Francis Lagomarsino, vice-president, and
Hellman, Mary Whitlock; How Gladys Hughes, secretary.
ard Hansbrow, Joyce Wiggins;
Of the candidates, Bill Roths
William Rempfer, Pauline Carl- child was being initiated into hon
sen; Gladys Hughes, Ted Olsen; orary membership, while Oliver
John De Arrieta, Gladys San- Malcomson, Lois Archibald, and
guinetti; Doris Bowring, Martin Mrs. McCrary became regular
Pulich; Bill Roberts, Virginia members.
Worth; Elaine Burns, Ransom
MeCarty; Clyde Jones, Barbara The Glossies . . .
Stewart; Tony Ficovich, Bettie
The Observer observes casein,
Meyer; Pat Dunlap, Be,.y. Vaw- a milk product, is used to add a
ter; Gene Rotsch, Jeatf Fergu high-gloss finish to paper for use
son; Betty Fink, Hugh Hutchins; in magazines which specialize in
Douglas Powell and guest.
superior illustrations.

Honoring Miss C h a r 1
Hawke, former Pacific st"1 '<•
who announced her enea„ U'Jt>nt
to Merle Lancy of Modest^61"
cently, women members of ^
Pacific Cooperative House
13
a kitchen shower Monday
y evening.
Mary Jane and Jane Dasi •
former roommates of the k ^
h°n"
oree planned the affair t-.
The hot).
were presented in tin pans Hfts
a brief get-to-gether visit d
freshments were served f'nti
ing the opening of the gifts
Members honoring Miss Ha,,,
were Doris Bowring, ge e
Meyer, Doris Hancock nYi'5'
T-TntcVikisR
Hotchkiss, "Rarharc
Barbara r\...'
Durst, wdyg
Lehman, Marge Lee, Char??61
Smith, Jeanne Follette T ' " e
Ong, Miriam Spuller, Poik- p
sons, Mary Fong, Nina Turk
Carolyn Grubbs, Jane and m!Y

MISS LESLIE KNOLES was chosen Omega Phi Al
There will be on the campus to.
pha's girl of 1940. Occasion for the selection was the an
morrow evening a group from
nual serenade sponsored by that fraternity.
Delta Sigma Gamma of San Jose
—Courtesy Stockton Record
College to meet with the member
of the Order of DeMolay and dis
cuss the possibility of formine"
Beta Chapter of Delta Sigmf
Gamma on this campus as »
honorary fraternity.
On May 26 the group is travel,
ing to Micke's Grove for a pic
nic given by the Scottish rk»
Bodies of Lodi. There will be
carnival attractions and danemi
(6
both in the afternoon and eve
ning.
In charge of picnic to Micke's
Grove is Ernest Mondon, assisted
Writing a new chapter in the er in the Student Christian Asso by Jack Preece, George Carlisle
history of Pacific fraternity func ciation, and a member of the staff Boyd Throssel, Herb Rhode, Bob
Buel, Leonard Ruoff, Geeree
tions, Omega Phi Alpha added of the PACIFIC WEEKLY.
The serenade began with the Buck, and Lloyd Prothers
the final touch to their annual
serenade Tuesday night by select official acknowledgement of Miss
ing an "Omega Phi Girl of 1940." Knoles' honor and the presenta
PSA DANCE
tion of a heart-shaped locket to
Chosen for this honor was Miss the "Omega Phi GirL" Then the
CALLED OFF
Leslie Knoles.
serenading men continued their
Tuesday night's serenade mark round, visiting sixteen groups on
Plans for a spring student
ed the twentieth anniversary of and near the campus. Last place
body dance have been drop
the observance of this interest to hear the serenaders was so
ped, according to PSA Viceing custom on the Pacific cam rority circle, where the men re
President Jane Jordan.
pus. This is the first year that peated their repertoire of six
The reason for the decision
any co-ed has been given the of numbers. Refreshments were
was the fact that the only
ficial designation of Omega Phi then served to them by the vari
available date is during next
Girl.
ous sororities.
week's four-day holiday.
Miss Knoles, daughter of MrSongs included in this twentieth
Campus life normally col
and Mrs. L. Knoles of San Fran serenade were "Just A-Wearyin'
cisco, resides at Women's Hall For You," "I Concentrate on
lapses so completely over
and is affiliated with Alpha Theta You," "All the Things You Are,"
that kind of extended vaca
Tau sorority. A freshman, Miss 'Moonlight On The Campus.
tion that it was thought ad
Knoles has compiled an enviable Doug Cossitt was general chair
visable to completely drop
record during her short time at man and soloists for the evening
hope of holding the dance.
Pacific, being prominent in Junior were Ben Hamm and Harry Du
College forensics, an active work Praw.

Omega
Alphas
Phi
Select Leslie Knoles
Omega Phi Girl

ONE CHOSEN
•mm

Boat Ride
Next for
DeMolays

Members of the newly-formed
campus De Molay Club have plan
ned a boat ride down the river
to Malibu Beach on June 7. The
members and their guests will
enjoy a hot dog roast on the
beach.
In charge of the event are Bob
Combellack, chairman, Loren
Dahl, Bob Grady, Dave Jones,
Bob Towsley, Eugene Cloyd, Leo
nard Sawrey, George Ford and
Robert Gede.

Slacks
5.00 to 8.50

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. w. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

V/here Old & New Friends Meet"

COMPLETE and SNAPPY

The Jaysee footballers wil get
a chance to see California's for
mer ail-American Vie Bottari in
action next fall; however, it wil)
not be on the gridiron, but as
BARBARA STEWART, seated on. the left in the
coach
of the Marin J. C. squad.
above picture of Mardi Gras queen eanrtLwIl
,
.
o
announced the date „t he"
one
senior engineering major
Other*
n,
V
-S Operations . . .
Operations are so much fun to
Charlotte Smith, Bette'Ann Karnes PhvJHs
^
talk
about that what this country
sh
(back row) Barbara Lennox fane r Y
axv,
Jw<tan' Jane
needs is a good 5-cent scar.
Inann and Charmian Cash
'
—Scissors.

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
S

SPEAK

~
FOR

BES0I.TS
THEMSELVES!

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Where the Food Is Always Good"

SLACKS
flannels,

Bed

£ord cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50

THK

National Towel & Laundry Co.

and

Gabardines,

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
- A REAL TREAT
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RECITALS
HELD
Two recitals next Monday «r
Tuesday nights will feature son
top-notch Conservatory materia
On the first night's program v.)
be Letafrances Dal Porto, void
Harriet Davis, piano; Bill W m I
man, voice; Mary Joyce Wh!
lock, flute; Elizabeth Tayl •
voice; Jo Ann Calkins, pinm
and Margaret Lee, voice. Til
battery of accompanists ar
Thalia Heim, Lorene Shook, Vt i
da Reed, Allan Bacon and Ve
nez Cook.
Tuesday nights participanU ar
Harriet Roth, piano; !k>v<>rt
Meyer, voice; David Jonei «
fani <rharles Wood, voice; '.|i
dred Marsh, violin; Marg,,.
George, voice; and a string qua.
tet composed of Verne*
Mildred Marsh, Norman l
and Bruce Tomlinson
panists- Tni, r
Accom
Harberi ^
nd
Bea,r,«'
Bodley'
Walt,

^

v| VIA^McNEER
modern dance

"Poln«m'»« o.|7

Bottari Coaches

American and Channel

««*

»f,"

De Molay Has
Active Group
on Campus

39 N. SUTTER ST.

For Refreshment and Fellowship

Len ter

McGirk, housemother.
were Betty Mae Hamm and Anf*
a"
bel Miller of Modesto.

A

12.50 to 25.00

£ Part*

MAY 24

Hawaiian Hotel
Is Formal
Setting

party Wednesday
A garden
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
c jyi. Jackson on West Lane, hon
ied senior women in the College
0f the Pacific class of 1940. This
delightful affair, given by the
College alumnae for those who
soon will be eligible to join the
organization, attracted forty-nine
young women.
In charge of arrangements here
on the campus was Miss Lorraine
jCnoles. The afternoon hours
from four until six o'clock were
spent informally.
Receiving were Mrs. Henry
Richardson, president; Mrs.
Thomas Auld, secretary-treasur
er;
Mrs. Bradford Crittenden,
Mrs. Lester Tiscornia, and Mrs.
Robert W. Fenix, retiring offi
cers. Mrs. T. E Connolly intro
duced the guests.
Mrs. Everett Lundy headed the
refreshments committee from
four until five o'clock, and Miss
Virginia Brown from five until
5,ix o'clock.

SLY
SLAPS AT
SOCIETY

At the Royal Hawaiian Hotel
in Honolulu, members of the Pa
cific Cooperative House and their
guests will dance to tropical
rhythms tomorrow evening.
Under the direction of Charles
Mokiao, members of the social
committee have transformed the
ballroom of the Hotel Clark into
that dance floor ever popular
with visitors to the Islands. Those
working on the plans are, Gladys
Hotchkiss, Barbara Durst, Del
Wheeler, and Carl Binford.
Playing for the formal dance
will be Ed Ticolat's orchestra.
Patrons and Patronesses for the
affair are Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ar
nold, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jacoby,
and Mr. and Mrs. George McGirk.
Invitations have been extended
to all alumni of the Pacific Co-Op
House.

Optimistic . . .
Look what I found in a recent
Wildcat from Arizona U.: "The
sports spotlight this week is in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, where
all the Border Conference teams
meet to battle for the tennis,
track, and golf championships.
Arizona will capture the tennis,
track, and golf crowns only!"
Don't you wish we could be that
sure about some of our football
games?

at r

SCANDINAVIAN
THEME FOR
ALUMNAE

Our congratulation to Omega
Phi Alpha for the lovely serenade
Tuesday p.m. (or Wednesday a.m.
if you're the specific type) and
for their good taste in selecting
Miss Leslie Knoles as their
"Omega Phi Girl." It 'will be
recorded as a thrilling experience
for the freshman and a beautiful
memory for the seniors . . . and
a headache for Doug Cossitt.
NEW RADIO

Speaking of Doug Cossitt, he
deserves congratulations in his
own right (no, Doug, we're not
making the same mistake twice).
He's the proud possessor of a new
auto radio.
What, with spring here, it's
hard to choose a couple of the
week; we can't quite make up
our mind among Betty Sawyer
and Bill Stone, Carry Theis and
Bill James, Alice Rudebaugh and
Graf Kroeck, Peggy Ormond and
Stan Vaughn, or Suzanne White
and Llyod Hebbron. Oh well,
what's the use?
Tonight's the night—that's the
watchword for Juniors and Sen
iors tonight when they dine and
dance at the Hotel Stockton. With
that, the Senior Sneak coming
up, and the Senior Ball, the social
calendar is all balled up. -

STOCKTON
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KING'S
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Expert Cleaning and Dyeing
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Ninth Student
Recital
Is
•t
Monday

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES
By CLAYTON LONG
Music Critic

LONG WILL
HEAD
PHI MU

THIRD TERM

*

The ninth student recital will
be held next Monday evening at
8:15 o'clock in the Conservatory.
Participating in the recital will
be Letafrances Dal Porto, voice;
Harriett Davis, piano; William
Workman, voice; Mary Joyce
Whitlock, flute; Elizabeth Taylor,
voice; Jo Ann Calkins, piano; and
Margaret Lee, voice.
The program follows:
i

Ctin/lflV
Park last Sunday

honorary

Symphony and
Ballet in
Combination

with an installation of
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Office:
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COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
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SPEAK
FOR
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National Towel & Laundry Co.

LAUNDEBERS — DRY CLEANERS
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Other numbers on the program
will include "Fantastic Doll
House," by Rossine Respiggi, and
the spirited interpretation of "An
American in Paris," by the fa
mous George Gershwin.
The performance will start at
8:30 and seats are selling at fifty
cents.

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

for the

Dress Up Your Room—

[ M .if a

GERSHWIN NUMBER

CORSAGES?

Supply Milk

... a'

.

Nine Pacific students are participating in the ballet: Joan Ed
wards, Elizabeth White, Eloise
Lambert, Aileen Bolter, Cathryn
Saunders, Jack Holmes, Victor
Simpson, Paul Leonhard, and Car
roll Clark.
Jack Holmes, who will be remembered for his interpretation
of "Romeo and Juliet" last year,
will again be featured in two
numbers. He Will be starred, in
"Overture tq the Gypsy Baron," ,
by Johann Strauss, and. the
charming fantasy, Paul Dukas'
"Sorcerer's Apprentice."

KfTOfSN

809 First National Bank Building
Stockton, Calif.

#

NINE PACIFICITES

CWNESS

Contractors, Builders, and

l<e>'

and

Two New Radio
Time Changes
This Week

SHEPHERD & GREEN

I*f

The annual Symphony Ballet
will be held next Monday night
in the high school auditorium
under the joint direction of Man-

vMam lioerts.Silva and Helen Moore Rob-

activities
The smoothest, most finished/
performance of the school year
SnLAi
Mniereturned the
A1 Miller
and exactly eighty-five persons
fraternity's gavel andf^rg
over to Clayton Long, the n
in the Conservatory auditorium
were the two end-products of last
head.
Yf-i,
HONOR PLAQUE
Monday night's annual spring
Band Concert. The barristers Voce di donna o d'anfrela (Romanza
from "La Gloconda")
Ponchielli
played in shirt-sleeves and the
Plaisir d'Amour .............Martini
BILL RAMSEY was recently
Cadman
ladies wore appropriate apparel joy
MISS DAL PORTO
selected for a third term as &M$m events, and its memto cope with the summer atmos
Thalia Heim at the piano
secretary-treasurer of the San bers have since appeared in s
phere, all of which lent towards
II
a nice informal environment.
Poppies—Paradise Birds From the
Joaquin chapter of the California Sent and senior recitals and a
Suite "Poems" ....... . Cyril Scott
Composers' and Writers' Society. wide variety of programs. It is
NO COATS
• MISS DAVIS
Even Maestro "Pop" Gordon
= - .
in' 1
. ?.• .. . - His latest honor is the post of sponsoring an honor-plaque to be
.Forsythe historian of Phi Mu Alpha.
given to the outstanding man mu
forgot his coat for the occasion, The Bell Man
I Heard a Forest- Praying.....;..
sician of Pacific this June com
and in good straightforward
Peter DeRose
mencement, and the group is now
fashion told the audience' "I know Una Furtiva Lagrima (L'Blisir.r
(d'amore)
• Donizetti
Engaged in a "tooth-and-toenail
you won't mind if I don't wear a
MR. WORKMAN
tennis tourney" of the faculty
Lorene Shook at the piano
coat either." They didn't.
IV
and alumni versus the under
Hurrah! for Charlotte Smith,
Serenade to the Stars ...Chaminade
the Sebastopol thrush, who per Tamboujin
Gossec
Students and faculty of both graduates.
MISS WHITLOCK
formed her best piece of work
Stockton Junior College and the OFFICERS
Wilda Llener Reed at the piano
The officers for next year are
this year as soloist with the band.
College of Pacific extend their
V
She was encored and obliged Clouds'..
.'
Ernest Charles sympathy to Professor J. H. Jonte as follows: Clayton Long, presi
with "Muzetta's Waltz" by Puc Si mes vers avaient des ailes..Hahn upon the death of his father last dent; Forrest Honnold, vice-pres
My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice
ident; Bob Harrison, secretary;
cini.
Saint-Saens
Saturday.
Euvelle Enderlin, treasurer, Bill
MISS TAYLOR
After the concert a tradition
Mr. Jonte, aged 79, had been
Allan Bacon at the piano
Ramsey,
hostorian;
Norman
was upheld when the seniors and
in ill health since last January. Lamb, warden; A1 MiHer su
VI
graduate students of the band Clair de Lune
Debussy Services were held for Mr. Jonte
Chopin
preme councilman; J. Kusseii
were entertained at Director Gor Waltz in E minor
last Wednesday in the chapel of
MISS CALKINS. : •
Bodley, faculty advisor.
don's home by Mrs. Gordon and
VII
B.
C.
Wallace
&
Son.
him. Present were Phil Hood, Night and the Curtain Drawn....
Ferrata
Fred Auch, Milton Quate, Paul
For a Dream's Sake
Kramer
Taylor -and yours truly.
Jenny
Pepper
Adieu, forets (from "Jeanne
ALSO HERE
d'Arc")
Tschaikowsky
Alumni here for the concert
MISS LEE
Vernez Cook at the piano
were Harold Heisinger, band di
rector at Stockton High School,
and Monty Lane, who teaches in
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
SUPPORT WEEKLY
the same field at Lincoln High
School. Lane brought his firstBOB'S
ADVERTISERS
chair men from his band along
with him.
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
They Support You!
BAND DATE
ON PACIFIC AVE.
The College of Pacific Campus
The marching-band is dated for
a parade appearance in Jackson Studio has announced two more
June 2nd; so the boys will be changes in their radio schedule
TRY THEgetting their spring practice for for this week. Arthur Farey
Forty-Nine Drug Co.
next fall. Incidentally, they'll stated that the schedule is still
be out for a prize as best music- upset due to the recent installa Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
unit in the line-of-march. The- tion of daylight saving time in
Everything to be found in a
Stockton Chamber of Commerce many of the Eastern States.
First-Class Pharmacy
Radio Stage presented its week
is sponsoring the organization.
Last year the C.O.C. sent the ly short play, this week adapted
pavement-pounders to Treasure for radio by Doris Bowring, at
CHINESE, AMERICAN
For better business positions
Island for Stockton-Pacific-Stagg 8:45 last night instead of the
LUNCHES — DINNERS
Day.
usual 9:15 period.
H U M P H R E Y S
MUSIC DATE PAD
The other program whose time
"The Taste Will Tell"
(Since 1896)
June 4 — A Cappella Choir was changed was Pacific Sympo
Ph.
3-0451
2014 Pacific Ave.
School of Business
Home Concert.
sium, which will broadcast this
Fully
Accredited—NAACS
June 14 — Annual Commence afternoon at 4:30.
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
California at Weber .. Stockton
ment Concert; concertos and
o
arias by members of the class of
1940, accompanied by the Con
servatory Orchestra.
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o
TRY THE
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Fraternity men at Union Col winner of a nation-wide safe driv
FARMS
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<
lege spend an average of $68.80 ing contest sponsored by the Ford
-"-""per year more than non-fratern Good Drivers League. Local
ity men.
dealers have, particulars.
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s MYSTIFYING
.merica Provide
ar1d Freedom?

Dwayne Orton Estimates
Crowd at Two Thousand

^..ates who are inter
R^urrent social problems
(dCfjnd enjoyment as well
foIm
a
Nation, in
Vfnrize, in a new essay
La unched by the "League
The
al Democracy.'
-jobs and Freedom,
America P r o v i d e
v TOPIC
gaining the purposes of
*?' , John Dewey, Amerfaosopher' said' "l know
!ic more timely than the
'"nosed in this essay conre" subject comes home
,h with personal force.
of i°bs and the secur"
f oes with them has been
'at cause of the growth of
Han states.
Led denial to the young
chance to work will tend
make the young welcome
rime that promises them
out Of idleness and deation. Many of them have
bought to the question of
ey are to have jobs with
/instead of jobs without
, as in a regimented so
phs contest will call the
attention of others to the

BflRlTION

U results reached will, I am
tot, be a genuine contribu'1(l the solution of a problem
.fly presented by existing
[conditions. Let us hear
"the youth of the country!"
(contest is open to all untaduates attending colleges
te U. S. any time between
15 and November 1, 1940.
ts may be submitted at any
before the closing date, No
te 1,1940.
RATIONS

i name of the contestant or
• identifying mark should be
be manuscript, but a sealed
lope containing the name,
je, address and class of the
r should be attached to the
script. Bibliographies must
luded. Essays must be not
dan 3,000 and not more
"6,000 words in length,
s will be announced at the
Anniversary of the League
dustrial" Democracy, New
City, November 22, 1940.

MILING SHELL
SERVICE

Don Ralph, of radio staKGDM, visited the class in
Using and Public Relations
liesday afternoon to discuss
Ksibilities which radio oftt'a vocation.

iERRMANN'S
® CREAM STORE
Quality Ice Cream
And Frosted Malts
to Cater to Parties
Milk Shakes

PAT DUNLAP
V. Sutler

Pacific Avenue
Dial 2-9179

,c 4-4613

y night found thousands of Stockton stuc campus to witness marvels of science and
e at the left above Edna May Moore is
r picture, Ray Jones is performing chemihe upper right has not been identified.
Photos by Tom Woodruff

Wentz Wins
Harvard
Scholarship
Robert Wentz of 1120 W.
Acacia Street, Stockton, recently
received a $300 scholarship from
the Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration. Wentz,
to receive his A. B. from the
College of the Pacific in June,
is also entitled to a job paying
$300 and a student loan of the
same amount, totaling $900
available to him in the fall.
Wentz is one of thirty-five stu
dents to receive alumni club
scholarships to the Harvard
Business School. The San Fran
cisco Alumni Club sponsored
Wentz and R. B. Wattron of
the University of California, also
a senior.
Selection was made on the
basis of scholastic achievement,
extra-currricular activities, per
sonal interviews, and general
aptitude for business. A total
of 365 candidates competed for
the awards.

Subject A Exam
The University of California
Subject A examination will be
held in Stockton in the College
of the Pacific auditorium Satur
day, May 25. High school grad
uates who intend to take the
examination must present certi
ficates from their principals for
admittance.

SPORT SUITS for Campus Wear
NEW F0RMALS for Evening
'

SHOW IS
STOLEN
BY RATS

Designed Especially For
M'lady, the Co-ed

CLAR-ELISE DRESS SHOP
Hosiery—Lingerie—Accessories
I E- BILLETER
2051 PACIFIC AVE.

All Desert
"Rats" to
Reunite
One hundred and fifty Death
Valley "Rats" from the eight Col
lege of the Pacific Death Valley
tours will meet at the annual
reunion next Thursday afternoon
and evening. Prof. J. H. Jonte
and the famous Gravy Crew will
put on a desert style dinner in
Weber Hall at 6:30.
A feature of the reunion will
be the new colored movie made
this year by Prof. George Eby.
There will also be a display of
photographs including pictures
taken by the "Life" photogra
pher.
Dr. Allen Waldo is in charge
of the dance culminating the re
union. Afternoon games are un
der the direction of Dr. Clarence
Larson.

Order Now
All students of the College of
the Pacific and the Stockton Jun
ior College who wish to partici
pate in the graduation ceremonies
June 15 and 16 are requested, to
order their caps and gowns imme
diately from the Campus Book
Store.

BIDDICK
WINS
CUP
The Gavel Club's revolving cup
presented each year for the club's
choice as outstanding PSA extemp speaker went this year to
Bill Biddick.
Other entrants were Gregg
Phifer, Martin Pulich, Allan
Breed, and Claude Hogan.
The Gavel Club is composed of
downtown business men who
meet once a week at dinner for
mutual speaking experience. The
award that they make is based
on their own judgment of the one
contest which they hear.
Erwin Farley won last year's
event, Doris Hancock, 1938's,
while Louis Sandine was the first
of the trophy winners.
Five former University of Ala
bama footballers are now coach
ing' in the Southeastern Confer
ence.

JUNE
SWEATERS
Slipons . . Cardigans
VALUES TO 2.95

SKIRTS

Priscilla

Lane

Rayon Alpacas and Flannels
Gored and Plain
VALUES TO 4.95

—in—
"THREE CHEERS
FOR THE IRISH"
and
"THE BIG GUY"
Victor McLaglen
& Jackie Cooper
Coming
"Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet'

JACKETS

Tweeds . . Flannels
Loafer . . Tailored
VALUES TO 8.95

5.69

DONOVAN'S
336 E. MAIN ST.

Approximately two thousand
people attended the second an
nual Stockton Junior College
Open House last Friday afternoon
and evening. This figure is a
rough estimate made by Presi
dent Dwayne Orton, and he furth
er estimated the crowd to be
about the same in number as last
year.
SCIENCE DOMINATES
The demonstrations and exhib
its were larger and more numer
ous than last year; so the future
years for Open House seem
bright. The Science Building pre
dominated in exhibits and demon
stration, and in the future it is
hoped that all the departments
can participate as greatly as the
science department did this year.
The Nutrition Laboratory
seems to have stolen the "show."
From all reports the baby rats
were the hit attraction.
MOTION PICTURES
Motion pictures played an im
portant part in this year's show.
Not only were movies shown to
illustrate various phases of cam
pus studies, but the whole pro
cess of motion picture photog
raphy was demonstrated.
Another highlight of the Open
House were the fashion shows
presented by the Home Econom
ics Department. One of these
was held at eight o'clock and the
other at nine.
SWIMMING ATTRACTS
The swimming pool attracted
many visitors, perhaps because
the warmth of the evening in the
buildings drove the visitors to the
cooler climate of the pool.
A large crowd of people seemed
fascinated by the miniature street
corner made by Bob Shedd, Bob
Reese, and Bob Lucas. The build
ings and even the traffic of San
Joaquin and Main Streets were
carefully planned by these stu
dents.

LET 'EM EAT
STEAK
Ortho Meta Para will give its
annual picnic next Wednesday
afternoon at Loma Lake. The
honorary chemistry society's out
ing will feature a steak dinner.
Haworth Jonte and Bob Meyer
are in charge of the arrange
ments.
Officers elected for the next
term are Dick Toms, High Ex
alted Alchemist; Bob Meyer,
Grand Reducer; Nylan Jeung.
Catalizer; and E r n e st Haas,
Super Snythesizer.

SENIOR and JUNIOR
COLLEGE — We must
have your CAP 'n'
GOWN O R D E R S by
June 1. Come in to
day!
C. O. P. GRADS—
If You Want
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Come in and get them now.
Just arrived and only a
limited number of extras.
FOR SPORTS—
Tennis Balls
Swim Caps
Film Supplies

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
On The Campus
For You"
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By BAY GBOSSE

Next Year's |Co-op L e a g u e
Plans for
iPlans O r e g o n
Asilomar
Conference

Summer session
Opens June 24

•Educational, Financial
Problems to Be Discussed
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COMPLETE and SNAPPY

THE CUB HOUSE

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

"Where Old & New Friends Meet

TRY TJ8 — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

M

CLEANERS

'Where the Food Is Always Good"

SLACKS
Gabardines, flannels, Bed
ford cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

National Towel & Laundry Co.

LAUNDER JERS — DRY
925 N. Wilson Way
t

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

'W

Phono 4-4095

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Bravo & McKeegai
313 E. MAIN

W
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FINALE

KILL THREE BIRDS
SEE "PEER GYNT"

HOME,JAMES!
One Sheepskin Costs $3,641.50, or $12.14
Per Square Inch—Some Sheepskin!

roll, $5 for pulp magazines, and
$1 for library fines.
Eighty dollars will go for
Christmas presents, $20 for
presents to. the folks, and $60 to
the heart throb. Treks to the
High Sierras, the bay region,
and—other places—will consume
$60 more of the bank roll.
YE GODS!
Because you live near a fra
ternity house and live in mortal
fear of your life and limbs you
spend another $100 for life in
surance.
Maybe you'd better
take out some accident insur
ance just to be on the safe
side.
On a note of optimism you
sink $3 for graduation an
nouncements and plunk down
$3.50 for a cap and gown.

Sat., Sun., Mon, Tue.
Alice Faye and

Marines Fiy High
Richard Dix

Wed.—Thiii'S.—Fri.

LYNN BARI

"Broadway Melody
of 1940"
FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

Let an d. r. engineer drive you
home in style at special student fares
Start your summer vacation this fast, cheap way: relax
and have fun while the engineer does the driving. South
ern Pacific offers specially reduced student round trip
fares to all stations in California, Oregon, Nevada and
Arizona. Liberal return limit. Ask your local S. P. Agent
for examples of fares and the dates they are in effect.

Low Fares East, too
Summer fares East are low, too, and they are good over
a wide choice of routes on a whole fleet of air-cooled
trains—ranging from luxurious extra fare streamliners
to money-saving economy trains.

Southern Pacific
MR. E. E. OLMSTED, Stockton Agent
Phone 5-5661

PACIFIC W EEKLY, FRIDAY, MY
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J. C. CHAMP

AMATEUR Cindermen to Browne Wins Two in
Compete in
J. C. Net Tourney
GOLF
By CHARLES EVANS, JR.
Because of golf's peculiar and
lasting usefulness to the busi
ness or professional man, it
should be learned by every stu
dent in every university in the
land. Therefore most colleges
should be equipped with golf
practice ranges, indoors and out,
and the universities should main
tain fully equipped inexpensive
golf courses for the use of stu
dents as a matter of health and
recreation as well. This is a
time to take stock of the physical
golf situation at your college.
What are the courses nearest to
the intention of the college of
ficials?
ORGANIZING

Two records, of the mile and
the 880-yard run, are held by
diminuative WESLEY MILLER,
frosh runner from Corning. This
Jackrabbit-type runner will be
favored to place high in both at
Sonora tomorrow and Modesto
next week.

Photo by Woodruff

Then, the course. Let this be,
we will say, a rather indifferent
one for the first year; the fair
ways to be rough and the greens
not of the best. The course can
be bunkerless to start, the whole
idea, you will understand, is to
get the course STARTED. Once
it is started you can depend on
the ever-increasing popularity of
college golf to do the rest. See
it through its first year and from
then on it will grow so fast that
the real task will be to hold it in.

BEACH WEAR

Many of our best golfers
learned their games in pas
tures; this only sharpened
their abilities and gave them
the foundation for the game
they are capable of today.
I am not trying to suggest
how to start a millionaire
course, anybody knows how
to do that anyhow—all that
is necessary is first to catch
the millionaire.

C.O.P. HEADQUARTERS
FOR GAS & OIL

BILL LUNT'S
UNION SERVICE
Pacific & Castle

Jackson's cindermen will compete in both the singles and doubles divisions. Coach R0ll
in an invitational track meet at
Sonora tomorrow. The trackfest Dashiell named Stewart Browne. MM HnneteM, Wil,^
•Traphagen, and Earl Smith
is a benefit, and all expenses of
to
enter the tournament.
visiting runners, jumpers, and
weightmen will be handled by the
The tournament started
Thursday and continued thrn, °t
sponsoring organization.
Saturday, and one of the w 8h
FOR HOSPITAL BILLS

advanced division are George
Tomasini, 880 runner de luxe;
Jack Hanner, certain to press
Tomasini in the half or mile;
Lew Ford, exceptional perform
er in the high jump and pole
vault; and "Red-Fred" Bonni
field, who may take the occa
sion to throw the discus over
160 feet.
-o

Omega Bulldogs
Win Soft
Ball Tourney

In a drab contest marred with
numerous errors and fluke hits,
Omega Phi's intramural softball
team clinched the championship
for themselves last Monday after
noon by decisively defeating a
favored but bungling Dorm team
13-7.
Other games dropped into in
significance before the champion
ship tilt, and all interest was cen
tered on the various abilities of
the two undefeated conflicting
teams.
Sam Chaney proved himself to
be the finest pitcher in the softball league by winning five games
without a single loss. Bob Mar
tin, pitcher for the Dorm, ranks
second in games won with four.
Dated to Monday, May 20, the
teams stand with Omega Phi in
first place, Dorm in second, Rhizoma in third and the other teams
following closely. There remains
still swimming, both intramural
and interclass.

lists of entries in recent
*
participated.
Stewart
made the best showing of
Cub entrants winning his Th«
to the quarter-finals before u
was blasted out of the t„,
ment by Roberts, of Menlo wi?"
eventually won the single* Y J
Browne defeated Calagog^ of San'
Francisco, and Klyce, of Man
Junior Coliege, t0 I™*"*
quarter-finals.
Bill Hunefeld received a k

match in the second round when
he encountered
vrlerank
h
encountered Hawkins,
ing man of Santa Rosa w
College, losing by the scores of
6-3, 7-5. Wilfred TranhaJn
t,°
Traphagen""C
the hard hitting Talbert, of San
Mateo and was outclassed 61 61
in the first round. Earl Smith
also lost in the first round when
he met Sciarroni, of Marin Jun
ing 6-3, 6-2.

w i t h theScorcs

Co-holder of the Jaysee quar
ter-mile record is rebel BUD
BROWN, Napa speedster and
Don Juan par excellence. He
also holds the 220-yard dash
mark, both of which he will be
out to erase in the Sonora invi
tational meet tomorrow and per
haps in the National J. C. meet
June 1.

Photo by Woodruff

Sigma Delta Psi
Trials Started
Under the supervision of Coach
Earl Jackson, Sigma Delta Psi
candidates may compete in any
of the events any Monday, Tues
day, or Thursday evening for the
next two weeks.
Athletes passing a required
number of the events become
members of the honorary sport
society. Trials include a 100-yard
dash in under 11.6; a mile run
under six minutes; a five-foot
high jump; and various gymnas
tic stunts. One point in the or
ganization intramurals is award
ed for each event passed.

roa

TRY TJft, — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

„„

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET

In the doubles competition
Browne and Hunefeld received a
bye in the first round, but lost to
Fisher and Newlee of Modesto
Junior College in the second
round by the scores of 7-5, 64
Earl Smith and Wilfred Traphagen met the Menlo duo of Lloyd
and Older in the first round and
lost a hard fought battle by the
scores of 10-12, 6-4, 6-3.
o

J. MclNNIS
IS CHAMP
The women's singles tennis
championship was won by Jes
sie Mclnnis, who defeated June
Vickland, defending titleholder,
by the scores of 8-6, 6-1, last
Friday on the Pacific tennis
courts.
In her drive to the champion
ship Miss Mclnnis defeated
Betty Ann Hickman, Marion
Combs and Jane Gordon.

GOLDEN STAR
SHOE REPAIR
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Where Price & Quality
Meet

Phone 2-7481

PAUL H. LEONHARD
PSA MEMBER
Independent Agent
All Makes of Radios
Radio Players, Records
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'Pen Till 2

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

Includi]

1902 Pacific Ave
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SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER
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—A REAL TREAT

Bravo & McKeegar
313 E. MAIN
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COMPLETE LINE

SPORTING

DISCOUNT TO PSA-ERS
PHONE 2-9230
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-EVERYTHING FROM 5c TO $1.00 UP

Where the Food Is Always Good"

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE
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s.

$5 to $12.50

Phone 4-4995
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2026 Pacific Ave.

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

Nationaljawel & Laundry Go,

9Vi N. Wilson Way
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2016 Pacific Ave.

L. C. EYER, Owner

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help
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School Needs - Cosmetics

THE CUB HOUSE
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DON JUAN

THE CUB HOUSE

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
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The Stockton Junior College tennis team travel
to
Modesto
during the last weekend to participate ift
Gaining some sort of recogi
Northern
California
Junior College Tennis championshi
tion, the cream of Coach E. R-

For Refreshment and Fellowship

For Refreshment and Fellowship

r

4*rd

Hunefeld, Traphagen and Smith Al so
Compete in Singles, Doubles

Sonora Is Scene of
Trackfest to Benefit
Injured Vaulter

The profit is to be used to care
for the hospitalization of a pole
vaulter who broke his neck. His
vaulting pole broke as he vvas
competing. Athletes from high
I want to suggest how to have schools, colleges, and clubs will
a golf club at your college. There compete.
are two distinct phases to the
Many outstanding competi
proposition of organizing a golf tors from both the Junior Col
club. Number 1 is organizing lege and College of Pacific had
and creating the club property; signified their intention of at
number 2 is keeping the club tending the meet; however,
alive and going. If the organiza some may have changed their
tion attempts too much at the minds since the gym and valu
start it will fall of its own weight. able equipment has burned.
Assume that twenty-five stu OLYMPICS GO
The Independent Bengals will
dents undertake to launch a club
at your college exclusively for meet competitors from various
golf playing.
In conjunction schools in this section and the
with the college officials, a lease star-studded roster of the San
of a tract of land suitable for Francisco's famed Olympic Club.
nine holes can easily be negoti The latter group will definitely
ated. The organization might send "Dutch" Warmerdam, pres
keep an eye open for possibil ent record-holder in the pole
also Les Steers may com
ities of expansion to eighteen vault;
pete. Several weeks ago he mis
holes. Property should be avail sed a new world mark by half an
able, for re-adjustment of tees, inch. Phil Fox, who recently
greens, etc., to add several hun nosed out Bonnifield in the P. A.
dred yards to the total length meet, may also be present.
should a change in any conditions MILLER GOES
make this advisable. Enough
Entrants from Tigertown will
money then should be arranged include Wes Miller, outstanding
for to provide for the initial pay distance runner; Bud Brown and
ment on the lease and to have Charlie Blackwell, co-holders of
built an inexpensive structure to the Jaysee 440 record; and Don
serve as a club house. This can Sullivan, surprising Cub discus
be made comfortable and roomy tosser.
Sure to win points in - the
at no great cost.
BAD COURSE
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Colliver Is

SHT'S NO. 4

President
Grant Colliver, junior en
gineering major, has recently
accepted the nomination for
presidency of the California Con
ference Epworth League. Grant
is a resident of Stockton and
the son of Professor George H.
Colliver.
Two other students of Pacific
have also received nomination
for office on the Conference
cabinet. Sam Takagishi, a junior
student from Loomis, has been
selected for fourth vice-presi
dent, who is chairman of recrea
tion. Jean Drew of Oakdale
is up for secretary. As is cus
tomary, a white ballot is ex
pected to be cast for the nomi
nees.

Coach E. R. Jackson has
announced that Wes MUler
h*
in the mile
iff.? ln the National Junior
^"egf
to be held at
Modesto June 1. other pos
sible entrants will be Don
Sulhvan in the discus, John
™W.n and Charlie Blackwell in the quarter.
MiUer has run 4:23 unoficially and will be one of the
pre-meet favorites in the
four-lap run.

w! hif h fcoring trophy from Cub
Wes Miller, who won the mile
in easy fashion and then set a
new mark of 1:58 in the 880.
Husky Don Sullivan tossed the
discus out 135 feet 2 inches for
the other Stockton record.

.
n
The first two races saw
untrained
Tarzans
failed
•laysee men placing one-two,
i,ve themselves in any indito build a substantial lead
event and were able to
t
over the Panthers. Miller and
» Vol, 6 «N tot a single race. From the
Francis King paced them
it
was
obvious
beginning
WiihSgf' the
selves
nicely to take the first
Cubs were a superior
two places in the mile;
nl
itic squad.
Charlie Blackwell and Bud
, ^ round ^ ilph Wright, mainstay for
tl f
Brown did likewise in the
Jaysees, continued to run
qdarter. In this latter race,
to form. Even after a
"Happy" Charlie tied
[Start he was ablAto lower,
Brown's Stockton record of
He fourth time this season,
50.8. The only other one-two
national freshman record, Experiment
event for the Jaysees was the
at the peak of condition,
discus in which Sullivan and
is
As an experiment on the local
•Al Philp came through.
b still negotiated the 200campus, the PACIFIC WEEKLY OTHER SCORERS
istance in 2:88.6.
,,,4 n

^rSs

t Lr^

J. MclNNlS
CHAMP

' '* "Ingle* ienii)
'"I' was won by fa,
'lit
who defeated Ji®
kltuxl, defending titleholdet,
Gw^acorea of JMS, g-i, fat
ly on the Pacific tenii

IIS HOT
other record-breaker was
Baby Bengals relay quartet,
ring the regulation high
« 200-yd. race, they lowered
own record by six-tenths
tier drive to the champk» \ second by reaching the finMiss Mclnnis defeated in 1:45.7. This time, how1»
\on tliikman, Marioo the team was composed
Sferent men. Vic Simpson,
.*n.l .line Gordon.
Owen, Jack Toomay and
ten Mills were the speed
hants.
GOLDEN STAR swimfest wound up the
mt season for the success-

SHOE REPAIR
& CLEANING
I4H t'Aclfta Art.

Tfe&cCti

NOW ^

Ten tke

FISHING
SEASON
WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE

OF

will adopt the increasingly pop
Stan Cooley faded in the last
ular tabloid form for its last-two few yards of the high hurdles
issues of the current semester. and just managed to place
The editors, new and old, fourth; Greenman, after leading
would like to know student re the pack in the lows, also slowed
action to the tabloid size paper.
Opinions can be expressed
through Tiger Rag, or privately
DRIVE IN for
to either Editor Gregg Phifer or
Barbecued Sandwiches
Editor-elect Janet McGinnis.
o

Dash-Man Works
It is reported that Bennie
Reams has accepted a job at
Mount Shasta High School where
he will serve as football coach
and shop instructor. Reams, a
Chico track and football star,
holds the Far Western Confer
ence 100-yard dash record of 9.5
seconds.

MRS. HOLMAN'S
1003 Pacific Avenue
OPEN ALL NIGHT

PLATE LUNCHES
DONUTS
SANDWICHES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

SPORTING
GOODS

/' ~V :.

and weight events

^ the ^'^v5 inference meet held at

vim*" i""°u ana IOOK one P°intflU"on the half mile easily
ff0"! S.tone 01 Santa Rosa. Philp's
rn tho
eViAf John
Tci— t-»
third in
the shot,
Beanland's tie for third in the high
jump, and the second place re
lay quarter, composed of Brown,
King, Conaway, and Blackwell,
garnered the remaining points.
Other new records of the meet
include Davis' 9.9 in the century,
Salinas' 3:27.2 in the relay, Rob
inson's vault of 12 feet 8% inches,
and Miller of Santa Rosa in the
broad jump. Davis, who had
competed in the Finnish Relief
meet in Los Angeles the previous
evening and had flown to the
Conference meet, was not feel
ing in top shape, which explains
his comparatively slow times. He
was worth all the trouble to get
him there on time, however, for
without him Stockton might have
won the meet. In addition to
the dashes, Davis ran anchor on
the record-breaking relay team.
SUMMARY
Final scores are Salinas,
50 </2; Stockton, 37%; Marin,
22%; Placer, 15; Santa Rosa,
13 Zi; Yuba, 7%; and Menlo,7.
This was Stockton's first
year of competition in the
J. C. Conference.

Mile run—Miller (St), first; King
(St), seond: Nye (P), third; Mar
shall (SR), fourth: time 4:35.9.
440-yard dash — Blackwell (St),
first; Brown (St), second; William
son (SR), third; E. Brown (S),
fourth; time 50.8.
100-yard dash—Davis (S), first;
Johnson (P), second; Gipe (S),
third; Hoffman (M), fourth; time
9.9.
120-yard high hurdles—Hall (M),
first; McAuley (S), second; Needham (M), third; Cooley (St), fourth;
time 15.6.
880-yard run—Miller (St), first;
Stone (SR), second; Cissnan (S),
third; McMurtry (Y), fourth; time
1:58.
220-yard dash—Davis (S), first;
Hoffman (M), second; Rutherford
(S), third; Brown (St) fourth; time
22.4.
220-yard low hurdles — Kovats
(M), first; Lee (S), second; Johnson
(P), third; Greenman (St), fourth;
time 24.9.
Relay
(mile) — Salinas,
first;
Stockton, second; Yuba, third; Ma
rin, fourth; time 3:27.2.
Shot put — Kasavan (S), first:
Needham (M), second; Philp (St),
third; Romine (S). fourth; distance
42 feet 10% Inches.

Fountain Drinks

ICE CREAM
Breakfast - Lunch
1712 PACIFIC AVE.

The new Cub record-holder of
the discus throw at 135 feet is
chesty DON SULLIVAN. His
tosses won the "B" conference
meet and several weeks ago al
most broke the Modesto monoply
in this event. He may be given
a chance to continue competition
at Sonora and Modesto in coming
events.
Javelin throw—Clark (P), first;
Trapton (P), second; Anderson (S),
third; Robinson (S), fourth; dis
tance 167 feet 8% inches.
Pole vault—Robinson (S), first;
Dal Porto (Y), second; Schneider
(S), third; Rowland (SR) and Halcomb (Y), fourth; height 12 feet
8% inches.
Discus throw—Sullivan (St), first;
Philp (St), second; Dunlap (M),
third; Prarat (Y), fourth; distance
135 feet 2 inches.
High jump—Abbot (M), first; Ro
mine (S), second; Beanland (St)
and Hall (M), third; height 5 feet
11 inches.
Broad jump — Miller (St), first;
Lee (S), second; McNeilly (M),
third; Yamanoto (S), fourth; length
22 feet 7% inches.
O

.

A pitcher is a catcher on the
Bradley Tech team—Chuck Pitch
er, veteran baseball and football
player, will be behind the plate.

FOUR-HOUR
SERVICE

TURKEY SANDWICHES
OUR SPECIALTY

ADAMS

Were estab"

At Stockton's Most
Up-To-Date Dry
Cleaning Plant

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANERS
Harding and El Dorado
Tel. 6-5383

DO YOU WANT THE BEST
IN SMILING SERVICE?
Make

Paul s Associa+ed Service
Your Headquarters for

British Accent!
This is the type of shoe that the-.
Londoner orders from his custom.:
bootmaker for town and semi-i
formal dress. And in this authen
tic reproduction by Crosby Square*
it has become the proper shoe in,
America for most occasions. Truly
"Shoe No. 1" in a gentleman's;
year-around shoe wardrobe-

GASOLINE—LUBRICATION—ACCESSORIES
Paul Johanaber, Prop.
Pacific and Walnut

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET
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TO THE WISE BUYER—

Including Sundays

COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evenings and All Day

Sunday.

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.

- NIELSEN BROTHERS

Ph. 5-5613

31 N. El Dorado
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Urugal Sparta fag?
BOB CONAWAY. Editor

GOING UP

All-College Tennis

f'

Tournament
Reaches Finals

Hellman to Face Hutcheon or Br
Doubles Battles Are Close
The College of Pacific All-College Tennis *
ment has been rapidly progressing during the dw°^
and the finals in the singles draw will be tY w<*kJ
at three o'clock today for the school champion^ off
the Pacific courts, which were not affected by th n

At the very close of the athletic
destiny of the Tigers and Cubs,
Coach Kjeldsen announced.
•
_—» lhe fu.l
it remains for someone to pick
Although the perpetual tennis
the outstanding sporting feats in
trophies were lost in the fire,
Bengaltown during the current
school year. Our choices are nat
the winners in each of the di
urally tainted with some degree
visions of competition will re
of prejudice, although we try to
ceive medals, and when the
approach the problem as objec
trophies are replaced, their names
tively as possible.
will be engraved on them. The
The most outstanding single
runnGrsup will 3.1so r 6 c g i v g
feat was performed by recentlymedals for their efforts.
enrolled Ralph Wright, who
breaststroked his way in the
HELLMAN IN FINALS
200-yard race in the exceeding
Francis Hellman defeated Bill
ly fast time of 2:25.6. This
Hunefeld in the semi-finals to en
smashes the national freshman
ter the finals of the singles com
record for that distance and
petition when Hunefeld was
also breaks the Pacific Inter
forced to default by a bad blister
collegiate mark.
which developed on his foot.
UNOFFICIAL
Hunefeld had previously defeated
Because of the lack of a suffi
cient number of watches clocking
Marcello Umip.eg, varsity ranking
him and the absence of an A.A.U.
man, by the scores of 6-0, 6-2, in
official', the mark cannot be ac
the quarter-finals.
cepted as official; h o w e v e r ,
In the upper half of the
Wright has several times since
singles draw Stewart Browne
covered the distance under the
and Ian Hutcheon faced each \
accepted time. Perhaps one of
other yesterday to see who
these will become the new record.
would play Hellman today in
The greatest team job was
the finals. Browne is the de
the defeat by the Golden Tigers
fending champion of the Allof California's over-rated Bears.
First to reach the finals in th
College Tournament. Hutch
singles of the AU-CoUege
Although they were the under
eon is in excellent form, as
dogs, the Bengals celebrated
tourney is FRANCIS HELLMa
he proved when he took Jim
Coach Stagg's fiftieth anniver
This former Bengal stal^
sary and wiped out their pre
Kaffen, flashy player from
to play for the championship th
vious 39-0 defeat. Although the
San Francisco, into camp by
afternoon on the Pacific cou",
actual touchdown was a pass
the scores of 6-1, 6-1, in the
from "Ajax" Adamina to "Dub"
quarter-finals.
Smajlvvood, the entire team par
TOWN PACES
DOUBLES DELAYED
ticipated in the biggest sports
upset of the year.
The men's doubles and the INTRAMURAL
After placing at the recent. Pacific Association meet
J. C. POWERFUL
at Berkeley, LEW FORD will again tempt fate and mixed doubles events have been
Particular credit must be given try his luck at the Sonora Invitational track meet to delayed, and the finals will not GROUPS
to Coach Earl Jackson, who took morrow. The vaulter has cleared 13% feet early in the be played until next week. Stew
a mediocre Jaysee cinder squad season and may find himself for a similar leap. His art Browne and Doug Sabiston,
In the year's intramural stan
and welded it into a powerful high-jumping may reach the 6-foot-4-inch peak which Jie the current favorites in the men's ings to date, Town is leading tl
unit, which challenged Salinas for scaled last season.
doubles contest, will probably pack with 303 points. Dorm a.
the latter's supremacy in the "B"
meet
up with Herman Sapiro and Manor are close behind the lea
Conference. Their first year in
Francis Hellman who have ad ers with ^84 and 227 point
regular J. C. competition, the
vanced to the semi-finals. Other Omega Phi and Archania folio
Cubs defeated Placer, Yuba, and
teams that are still unbeaten are with 220 and 217 markers. Rh
Menlo in triangular meets; and
Marcello Umipeg and Ian Hutch zomia, winners of last year, a
bowed only to Salinas, with its
eon, varsity number one duo, and undisputed occupants of the e<
incomparable Hal Davis.
Bill Hunefeld and Herman Spindt. lar with only 185 points.
The one-point defeat of the
These tabulations do not
Stanford frosh was the spark
The mixed doubles compe
elude Sigma Delta Psi even
ling highlight of the early sea
tition has narrowed down to
Adding a few more laurels to Pacific's already im
son. Wes Miller set a new mile
nor the intramural ping por
the teams of Stewart Browne
record at the big Jaysee meet pressive track season, the "three trackster—eers"; Lew
horseshoe, and swimming even
and June Vickland, defend
and also established a "B" Con Foixl, Phil Ritchie, and Frod Bonnifield, came through
ing champions, Bill Hunefeld
ference mark in the half. He with three places at the Pacific Association meet held in
and Jessie Mclnnis, Jim Kaf
will represent the Cubs at the Berkeley last Saturday.
Dashiell Loses
fen and Jerry Leighton, and
National ,1. C. meet at Modesto
Getting away to a fast start in*Marcello
Umipeg
and
Violet
on June 1.
in Golf
Graves. Browne and Miss
The varsity track squad, al the century, Ritchie led the field "complained of being tired." The
for
the
first
forty
yards,
then
a
Vickland
are
favored
to
de
four
who
tied
with
Ford
for
sec
though only talcing a second in
Semi-finals
fend their crown success
the Far Western Conference week lay-off plus a cold got him ond place were Sheehan of San
and
he
faded
to
take
a
very
close
fully, but the team of Hune
again for the second consecutive
Mateo J. C., Lincoln of Stanford,
The semi-finals of the first a
feld and Miss Mclnnis may
year, showed excessive power in fifth place behind Jackson of the Smith of the Olympic Club, and
nual Teacher's Golf Tourname
give them trouble.
winning all dual meets, an out Olympic Club who was but four Varneek, also of the Olympic
are in progress. Doug Dashie
standing record. Among those yards behind Browning, the win Club. Height—6 feet 1 inch.
o
representative of the C.O.P. cai
swept aside was the powerful and ner. Time—9.7.
pus, was defeated two up
The
third
stalwart
of
this
previously undefeated San Fran
Faring better in the furlong,
Boxing
Tourney
Gene Stagnaro of Schneider \
"mighty three" comes un
cisco State squad.
"The Flipper" came through with
cational High School.
der the heading of Fred "The
Studded with Jackson-devel a fourth behind The California
Moved
Remaining in the competiti
Red" Bonnifield, who picked
oped cindermen, the tracksters Frosh sensation, Grover Klemare Pete Lenz and Hudson w
out a clean third place with
also placed high at the Fresno mer, who has been clocked this
to Auditorium
have the semhfinal contest
no strings attached, in the
Relays and the senior P. A. season in 21 flat for the 220, and
compete. The winner of th
discus. The "Snapper" was
meet. The two track teams
The annual College Intra malch will play Stagnaro, f
competing in a pretty fast
probably deserve the title of the 47 flat in the 440. The winning
mural boxing tournament will the championship of the tourt
most succesful of all sports time at Berkeley was 21.7, set by
league in the personages of
Hylton of San Mateo Junior Col
covering both institutions.
be held at the Civic Auditorium ment.
Fox of the Olympic Club,
lege.
who tossed the winning mark
o
BASKETBALL PUNK
Tuesday evening. Coach Kris
of 164 feet 4 inches; Wolf, of
The basketball squads failed to LEW LOSES
Kjeldsen and Bill Hunefeld, Jr.,
arouse any great fire of enthusi
California, and Thompson,
"Dutch" Warmerdam, the for
have arranged to stage the Is Humboldt
asm in sports followers; however, mer Fresno State flash, came
fights during the latter's ama
the National Junior College
due credit must be given the through with his usual first place
teur boxing program, because Strong?
Shot and Discus Champion
Cubs who won most of their fi in the pole vault, this time at
of the destruction of the gym
from Modesto J. C. In spite
Chico State's editorial colui
nal games. The varsity, compos only 14 feet 7% inches. This, how
nasium.
of this Fred held down sec
ed of a team of seniors, a team ever, was high enough to set a
All candidates who are in recently "panned" the WEEK1
ond place until WolFs last
of sophomores, and genial Walt new P. A. record, the former
terested in entering any of the for its stand in not approvi
throw, which was just a lit
Kelly, showed no sign of great also being held by Warmerdam
various
weight levels should see the addition of Humboldt Sti
tle better than the red head's
ness
Coach Kjeldsen soon. Although into the Far Western Conferen
at 14 feet 5% inches. "Leaping
best, consequently BonniTh«. tennis group, although Lew" Ford, not finding the take
cups and trophies were destroy Among other sweeping prec
field's second place was ex
cocky, did not win too many off pit to his liking, went out at
ed, the boxing medals have ar tions, the editorial optimistica
changed
for
a
third.
matches, but the Pacific squad the 13-foot mark.
rived and will be given to win stated that the new meml
THREE
GO
of next year promises to erase
ners in the different weights.
would sweep its basketball sei
A five-way tie for second in
many of the incompetencies of
Three meet records were brok
with
the Tigers. Maybe so, t
the high jump found the "Slicer" en: Browning's 23.4 low hurdles,
this year.
Golf and a C.O.P. swimming right in the center of the melee Warmerdam's 14 feet 7% inches 53 3-5, San Mateo Junior College does that prove that Humbo
team were not formed due to a clamoring for a gold medal. A pole vault, and Phil Fox's 164 21 1-5, Sacramento Junior Col is strong, even in basketball
complete lack of interest, al coin was tossed, and Lew the feet 4 inches throw in the dis lege 13, California Frosh (Gro
ver Klemmer) 7, unattached 5, j; Final letter and sweij
though a golf team played with Leaper lost. The winning height cus.
Stanford 4 2-5, PACIFIC 4 1-5, awards and the presentation
out the sanction of the Athletic was set at 6 feet 3 inches by Les
The scores: Olympic Club
Board.
Steers of the Olympic Club, who 93 2-5, California (unattached) Modesto J. C. 3, Lowell High 2, several trophies will be he
Petaluma Spartans 1.
the assembly June 6.
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FORD, BONNIFIELD, AND
RITCHIE PLACE
IN SENIOR P. A. MEET
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12.50 to 25.00

Slacks
5.00 to 8.50

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W.S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
TRY USt — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

National Towel & Laundry Co.

F
T A TTVT»ll«T»T.T»f<
•»-» n..
bm w TI--, r A£NnKKKRS ~ I,RY CLEANERS
W5 N. Wilson Way
phono 4-1695

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Where the Food Is Always Good"

SLACKS
Gabardines,

flannels,

Bed

ford cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

58041 PACIFIC AVENUE
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TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Bravo & McKeegai
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